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Stochastic nature due to distance and energy fluctuations of single protein molecules involved in electron-
transfer �ET� reactions is studied. Distance fluctuations have been assumed previously for causing the slow
fluctuations in the ET rates between a donor-acceptor pair constrained to a native protein. Although the
observed t−1/2 power law can be derived using Langevin dynamics with a simple chain model, some discrep-
ancies exist. The friction coefficient and the Rouse segment time constant deduced from experimental data are
several orders of magnitude too large, even though the extracted force constant is reasonable. Therefore,
questions are raised about the distance-fluctuation mechanism and the activationless ET hypothesis. As an
alternative mechanism, we considered fluctuations in activation energy and analyzed the data from two differ-
ent single protein experiments to determine spectral distribution of energy fluctuations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding enzymatic and other biochemical reactions
as well as conformational dynamics of biomolecules and
polymers has been a subject of long-standing interest. Such
information is often made more complex by a distribution
among various conformations in ensemble-averaged studies.
Developments over the past decade in techniques of single-
molecule fluorescence spectroscopy offer new tools to inves-
tigate events of physical, chemical, and biophysical impor-
tance ��1,2�, and references cited therein�. For example,
chemical reactions and conformational dynamics of a single
DNA or protein molecule can be studied in real time �1–6�.
Many theoretical approaches to reaction kinetics modulated
by conformational changes have been developed. Zwanzig
�7� first analyzed first-passage time through a fluctuating
geometric bottleneck. Subsequent studies on first-passage
times through a similar bottleneck and other fluctuating
barriers were considered by several authors including Wang
and Wolynes �8�, Szabo �9�, Tachiya �10�, and their
co-workers. These first-passage-time studies assume
normal Brownian diffusion, and lately Barkai et al. �11� con-
sidered, instead, a fractional Fokker-Planck equation for the
anomalous diffusion problem.

Recently, other related approaches have been employed
by Xie and co-workers �6,12–14� to improve the understand-
ing of the stochastic nature of a single protein molecule.
They beautifully demonstrated a single-molecule technique
to probe protein conformational dynamics. By using a donor-
acceptor �D-A� pair as a ruler, they measured the autocorre-
lation function �ACF� of the fluctuations in the fluorescence
lifetimes �inverse of the electron-transfer rate constant�. In
the single-molecule experiments, due to a time resolution of
about 0.1 ns, they observed fluorescence decays on the order
of ns and some fluctuations in those decay rates. The time
scale of those fluctuations occurs at a much slower time scale

on the order of ms to 1000 s. They attributed the causes to
the induced distance fluctuations between the D-A pair con-
strained to a protein. They reported an interesting t−1/2

power-law temporal behavior in the distance ACF, and in-
voked fractional Brownian motion �14� to explain their data.
Yang and Xie �15� considered reaction processes involving
discrete states and Brownian diffusion processes.

More recently, there are some studies about the power-law
temporal behavior of the distance ACF. Granek and Klafter
�16� proposed an interesting model involving fraction, the
vibrational excitation of a fractal, and showed that power-
law dependence can be obtained. In a more recent study to
account for the power law, Debnath et al. �17� considered a
continuous-chain model. In another study, Tang and Marcus
�18� independently considered a discrete-chain model. They
all concluded that a chain model could reproduce the desired
temporal behavior. The continuum model is a limit of the
discrete Rouse chain model when the interchain spacing be-
comes very small, and both yield t−1/2 power-law behavior.
Although both models produce a qualitative feature of the
power law similar to experimental data, there exist some
qualitative discrepancies. As will be discussed later in this
work, using a typical value for the friction coefficient a much
shorter correlation time �1–10 ns� is obtained for the ACF,
which is too short as compared to the reported value of
0.1–0.01 s �13,14�. The extracted friction coefficient from
their data according to the Rouse model is also many orders
of magnitude too large as compared to those from other pro-
teins and polymers by NMR and neutron scattering.

The organization of the materials in this paper is given in
the following. After the Introduction in Sec. I, we will first
examine the Rouse model in Sec. II, and analyze in Sec. II
the experimental data. We will address several key problems
associated with the distance-fluctuation model and show that
chain dynamics is too fast to be responsible for the observed
slow fluctuations in fluorescence-lifetime ACF. A more plau-
sible alternative mechanism involving energy fluctuations is
considered in Sec. IV. Finally, in Sec. V, some explanations
are offered to address the question about whether the rel-
evant ET is activationless or not, and also to reconcile the*Corresponding author. Electronic address: jautang@caltech.edu
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issue about ns fluorescence decays observed by Xie’s group
with the ps electron-transfer data from other groups. The
hypothesis of activationless ET is also discussed.

II. DISTANCE FLUCTUATIONS ACCORDING
TO LANGEVIN DYNAMICS OF A ROUSE CHAIN

In this section, we examine the distance-fluctuation
mechanism for the ACF of fluorescence-lifetime fluctuations
�6,12–15,17,18�. In these studies, the fluctuations in ET
rates are assumed to be solely caused by conformation-
induced distance fluctuations between a donor-acceptor
pair constrained to a protein �6�. It is well known
from the electron-transfer �ET� theory �19�, that ET is
given by the rate constant �=2��Vex�2 exp�−��
+�G0�2 /4�kBT� /��4��kBT, where �G0 is the free energy
gap, � the reorganization energy, and �Vex�2 the electronic
coupling. They argued that the ET is near activationless
���−�G0�, and therefore the dominant factor for fluctua-
tions in the rate is through the distance dependence in Vex
�6,13,14�, where �Vex�2 decreases exponentially with the dis-
tance between a donor �D� and an acceptor �A�. According to
the distance-fluctuation model, conformational changes in a
protein cause the D-A distance and the ET rate to fluctuate in
time, i.e., ��t�=kET

0 exp�−���t��, where kET
0 is the pre-

exponential factor and ��t� the fluctuating distance between
the D-A pair. The rate decreases exponentially with the
D-A distance, with ��1.1–1.4 Å−1 for proteins �20,21�. For
activationless ET, fluctuations in ET rates are assumed to be
caused mainly by distance changes.

The ACF of the lifetime fluctuations is defined
as C2�t��		�−1�t�	�−1�0�
 / 	�−1�t�
	�−1�0�
 �14�.
With the definition of a quantity as
C2�t��exp��2CQ�t��−1 and the property of white
Gaussian random noise one can show that exp��2CQ�t��
= 	exp(���t�)exp(���0�)
 / 	exp(���t�)
	exp(���0�)
 �14� and
CQ�t��		��t�	��0�
, where 	��t�=��t�− 	��t�
 represents
the deviation of the D-A distance from its equilibrium
separation.

With these assumptions, the results of the fluctuations in
ET lifetimes provide information about the ACF of the dis-
tance fluctuations between the D-A pair. In the studies of Xie
and co-workers �6,12–15�, ET is assumed to occur between a
donor Tyr �tyrosine� and an acceptor FL �fluorescein� in the
FL and anti-FL protein complex. This protein with a dimmer
structure �22� illustrated in Fig. 1 and another protein of
flavin:NADH oxidoreductase �not shown� are considered in
the present study.

To investigate protein conformational dynamics and its
effect on CQ�t�, we assume that the donor and the acceptor
are constrained to á chainlike protein structure. A Rouse
chain �23–26� is a highly idealized model to mimic confor-
mational dynamics of a protein shown in Fig. 2�a�. A Rouse
chain consists of identical elements, often termed Kuhn seg-
ments �24� which are schematically represented as beads
shown in Fig. 2�b�. Each segment usually contains a number
of monomers, and is coupled to the nearest neighboring ele-
ment by a harmonic force represented by a spring. In addi-
tion, in this simplified model the same harmonic force con-

stant is assumed to couple the chain element to a donor or an
acceptor. The Rouse model and other variations such as the
Rouse-Zimm model have been applied to treat many struc-
tural and dynamic properties of polymers ��25�, and refer-
ences therein�. They have also been used to model
fluorescence-resonance energy transfer �FRET� in a single
biopolymer �26�, and other protein/DNA dynamics �27–30�.

To describe the motion of a Rouse chain, one can use the
multidimensional Langevin equation, often used in describ-
ing interacting particles under frictional forces �9�. We de-
note by Q as �q0 ,q1 ,q2 , . . .qN−1�, where qk represents the
displacement vector of a segment from its equilibrium posi-
tion in an N-unit chain; the Langevin equation can be written
as

d

dt
q0�t� +


2

�
�q0�t� − q1�t�� = F0�t�/m� ,

d

dt
qk�t� +


2

�
�2qk�t� − qk−1�t� − qk+1�t�� = Fk�t�/m�

�k = 1,N − 2� ,
d

dt
qN−1�t� +


2

�
�− qN−2�t� + qN−1�t�� = FN−1�t�/m� , �1�

where � is the time-independent friction coefficient. Random
force F�t� represents a memoryless, stationary Gaussian
noise with zero mean and no correlation with the displace-
ment of the oscillators in the chain. Nearest-neighbor

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Ribbon diagram of a FL and anti-FL
protein, showing a dimeric structure with a donor Tyr �tyrosine� and
an acceptor FL �fluorescein�. �b� Ball-stick diagram of the same
protein, showing that the native protein is highly compact and the
donor-acceptor pair is located near the edge of the protein structure.
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couplings are assumed by a harmonic potential with a force
constant m
2 �23�.

Based on an estimate with ��1.1–1.4 Å−1 for proteins,
the ET rate is about 1 ns−1 for an activationless process. For
electron transfer to occur within ns as observed in these pro-
teins, the D-A distance cannot exceed 15 Å, i.e., the segment
containing the donor and the segment containing the accep-
tor �Fig. 2�b�� must loop back within such a distance range,
although the site-index difference �nD−nA� could still be
large. Assuming that the donor and the acceptor are attached
to the chain at the bead index nD and nA, according to our
previous study �18�, one can derive from the above Langevin
equation the ACF CQ�t� and is given by

CQ�t� = 		��t�	��0�
 �
1

3
	�qnA

�t� − qnD
�t���qnA

�0� − qnD
�0��


= CQ�0��
n=1

N−1
1

N
cos�n�

N
�nA +

1

2
��

− cos�n�

N
�nD +

1

2
���2

exp�− t sin2�n�

2N
�� , �2�

where ��t�= �qnA
�t�+qnA,eq−qnD

�t�−qnD,eq� is the distance for
the D-A, and 	��t� the distance deviation from its equilib-

rium value �qnA,eq−qnDeq�. If the D-A pair are attached to the
ends of a chain, Eq. �2� reduces to

CQ�t� =
8kBT

m
2 �
n=odd

N−1
1

N
cos2�n�

2N
�exp�− t sin2�n�

2N
�� , �3�

which is valid for any chain length.
Assuming that a protein chain having a fixed force

constant m
2 and friction coefficient � is certainly an
oversimplification for proteins. Instead of using a 	-function
distribution for  at 4m
2 /�, here we consider a variation to
the Rouse model with a normalized distribution function
���=�c

2 exp�−�c�. With such an averaging, Eq. �3� be-
comes

CQ�t�/CQ�0� =
4

N
�

n=odd

N−1
cos2�n�/2N�

1 +
t

�c
sin2�n�/2N�

. �4�

In the limit of a large N, the above summation can be re-
placed by an integral �18�, and yields

CQ�t�/CQ�0� =
2

1 + �1 + t/�c

,

CQ�0� � 2kBT/m
c
2, �c � 1/c, 
c

2 � c�/4. �5�

Equation �5� shows an initial flat time dependence when the
time t is much shorter than �c and a subsequent t−1/2 behav-
ior. The time constant �c �1/c� is related to the so-called
segment relaxation time �Ts=4/c�

2� or the fundamental
Rouse relaxation time by a constant �24�. At time t much
shorter than �c, CQ�t� stays flat because perturbation at one
end has not propagated to its next Kuhn segment. At longer
times, the perturbation diffuses away like a one-dimensional
�1D� diffusion to other segments along the chain, and CQ�t�
decays according to t−1/2 power law.

As the initial perturbation at one end propagates away
and reaches the other end of a finite chain length, the power
law breaks down as shown in Fig. 3 and CQ�t� decays as
exp�−t /TD� with a time constant TR=4N2 /�2, known as the
Rouse relaxation time. In a DNA study of electrophoretic
stretch and relaxation, Ferree and Blanch �31� showed a qua-
dratic dependence of TR on N, in agreement with the Rouse
model.

III. ANALYSIS OF SINGLE-MOLECULE ET DATA BASED
ON THE ROUSE MODEL

In an analysis by Xie and co-workers �6,12–15�, the ns
fluorescence lifetime was measured to determine the ACF of
the lifetime fluctuations. They assumed that the fluorescence-
decay rate is dominated by an activationless ET and that the
ACF reflects distance fluctuation between the D-A pair. To fit
CQ�t� a fractional Brownian noise �FBN� model �11� was
applied by Kou et al. �13� and Min et al. �14� in terms of a
Mittag-Leffler function with a free parameter H�0�H�1�.
The experimental data were fitted well with H= 3

4 , whose
microscopic origin remains to be determined. The present
study is aimed at providing a step toward a better molecular

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Backbone structure �pKa plot� of the
FL and anti-FL protein, showing the position of the donor Tyr and
an acceptor FL. The edge-to-edge distance between the donor and
the acceptor is 3.7 Å. �b� Schematic representation of a protein
molecule by an ideal Rouse chain in 3D space, containing a donor
�D� and an acceptor �A� with nearest neighbors coupled by a spring.
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understanding of the origin of H� 3
4 and the underlying

mechanisms for the time dependence in CQ�t�. With the ap-
proximations �6� that the quenching of fluorescence decay is
dominated by ET and that the lifetime fluctuations directly
reflect distance fluctuations in the ET rate constant, we next
compare Eq. �5� with the experimental data.

As shown in Fig. 4�a�, the observed data of Kou and
Xie �taken from Fig. 2 of Ref. �13��, are fitted by the
theoretical C2�t� for ET between the tyrosine donor �Tyr�
and the flavin adenine dinucleotide acceptor �FAD� of
the flavin:NADH oxidoreductase protein �Fre�. The
data of CQ�t� were converted from C2�t�, and our fit is
shown in Fig. 4�b� with a fitted �2CQ�0�=0.32�±0.01�
and �c=0.007�±0.001� s. With ��1.4 Å−1, we have
CQ�0�=0.16�±0.01� Å2. We have also compared the data and
our fits with CQ�0�exp�t /4��c�erfc��t /4��c�. This functional
form is equivalent to the Mittag-Leffler function �14�
with H= 3

4 . We used the same value of �c obtained earlier
by fitting to Eq. �5�. In Fig. 5 we have also analyzed
and fitted the data of Min et al. �14� for a different protein
complex with the donor Tyr and the acceptor FL �protein
structure shown in Fig. 1�. We obtained a fitted value
for CQ�0�=0.16�±0.01� Å2 and �c=0.11�±0.01� s. In
these two examples illustrated above, both Rouse and
FBN models yield similar results within the bounds of
experimental error, covering about six decades in time
dependence.

With a fitted value of �2CQ�0��0.32 for both proteins,
CQ�0��0.16 Å2 if one uses ��1.4 Å−1. Because
CQ�t�= 		��t�	��0�
, we estimated the mean-square of
distance fluctuations 		�2�0�
 to be about 0.16–0.26 Å2.
In a neutron scattering study of protein stiffness, Zaccai �32�
obtained from purple membranes containing bacteriorhodop-
sin from H, salinaum an room-temperature value
for 		�2�0�
�0.25 Å2 and a force constant �2 N/m.
In another neutron scattering study of CO-myoglobin �33�,

		�2�0�
�0.1 Å2 and a force constant �1 N/m. From
CQ�0��0.16 Å2 and kBT�25 meV, an effective force con-
stant m
c

2 between Kuhn segments is estimated to be about
320 meV Å−2 or 5.1 N/m. The force constant for DNA using
scanning polarization force microscopy �34� was found to be
about 0.4 N/m. These values obtained by completely differ-
ent techniques for other proteins are comparable to what we
extracted from single-molecule ET data of Fre protein and
FL-anti FL protein. In comparison with the force constant of
a single C-C bond of 440 N/m �35�, the effective coupling
for the Rouse chain is two orders of magnitude smaller and is
likely of the nature of van der Waals coupling. It indicates
that the Rouse element-element restoring force is not strong
enough to restrict some local flexibility. The extracted force
constant in comparison with those of various biomolecules is
given in Table I.

We compare next the friction coefficient � determined
here with values from other techniques. In polymers a
Kuhn segment of a few monomers is typical and � is on

FIG. 3. �Color online� Distance ACF CQ�t� /CQ�0� of Eq. �5� for
various chain-segment units N with a distributed . At t /�c�1
when time t is shorter than the correlation time �c, CQ�t� remains
flat and changes to t−1/2 power law at t /�c�1, and breaks down
much later to decay single exponentially with a rate dictated by the
chain length N.

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� ACF of fluorescence-lifetime fluctua-
tions, C2�t�, �solid curve�, as compared to the room-temperature
experimental data of Fre protein with a donor Tyr and an acceptor
FAD. �b� Distance-fluctuation ACF �B

2CQ�t� �solid curve� based on
the distribution Rouse model of Eq. �5�. The dash curve represents
the Mittag-Leffler function with H=3/4 from the fractional Brown-
ian noise �FBN� model. The time unit is s.
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the order of 10 ps−1 �22,36,37�. According to �c=0.007 and
0.11 s, and m
c

2 of 5 N/m as extracted from Figs. 4�b� and 5
for two different proteins, with the effective mass for a
Kuhn segment of about 50 amu, one estimates � to be on the
order of 1024 s−1. Such a large � is apparently unphysical
and is many orders of magnitude larger than a typical
value of 1013 s−1 from myoglobin by time-resolved photoab-
sorption techniques �36� and from polymers �37� by NMR.
In a NMR study of Rouse dynamics of a polyethylene
oxide, Ries et al. �38� determined the fundamental
Rouse relaxation time Ts �or called segment relaxation time�,
or 4�c /�2, to be on the order of 1 ns. By molecular-dynamics
simulations using more realistic potentials than the simple
harmonic potentials, Tsolou et al. �39� also obtained a similar
nanosecond time constant for poly �butadiene�. Arbe et al.
�40� used neutron spin echos to determine the segment relax-
ation time of about 10 ns. These ns time constants are seven
to eight orders of magnitude faster than the values
�0.01–0.1 s� inferred from Xie’s data. The comparison of
these values is listed in Table II. In proteins, there could be a
range of distribution in �. In dielectric relaxation measure-
ments of several polymers at various temperatures a wide
distribution in � is found �41�. Even with such a possible
distribution, difficulties to settle the large discrepancy in �c
or � remain.

In this analysis, we considered the case where the
donor and the acceptor are attached to the ends of a chain. In
the previous study �18�, we derived a formula for D-A at
any position. If the D-A pair were attached to other locations
and with a large separation, the power law is not
affected except that some small changes in �c arise �18�.
Thus, the simplification used here is a valid approximate
for the actual location of the D-A pair in a protein structure.
Our other study shows that if the D-A pair is next to
each other, the exponent of the power law could differ
from − 1

2 , but that is not case for the protein systems
considered here.

There are some difficulties for the Rouse model as an
explanation to Xie’s experimental data. First of all, with or
without a distribution in  the value of �c is affected by less
than one order of magnitude. If one were to accept the ordi-
nary value for the friction coefficient on the order of
10−12 ps−1, then the deduced value for the correlation time �c
should be on the order of 1–10 ns. Therefore, one may

TABLE I. The fitted parameters for the effective Hook spring
constant m
c

2 according to the Rouse model.

m
c
2 �N/m� Experiments �Refs.�

Fre protein 5 Single-molecule ET �13�
FL-anti-FL

Protein
5 Single-molecule ET �14�

Purple membrane 2 Neutron scattering �32�
CO-Myoglobin 1 Neutron scattering �33�

DNA 0.4 Scanning polarization
Force microscopy �34�

C-C single bond 440 �35�

TABLE II. The fitted parameters for the segment relaxation time �c, the coupling frequency 
c, and the
friction coefficient � according to the Rouse model. The effective mass m for a Kuhn segment is set at
50 amu as an approximation, assuming a segment of 4–5 monomers as often used for polymers �24�. Here

c

2=� /4�c, �c and 
c are defined in Eq. �5�.

�c

�s�

c

�ps−1�
�

�ps−1� Experiments �Refs.�

Fre protein 0.007 7.7 1.7�1012 Single-molecule ET �13�
FL-anti-FL

protein
0.11 7.7 2.6�1013 Single-molecule ET �14�

Fe-myoglobin N.A. 3.9 20 Optical absorption �36�
Poly �butadiene� N.A. N.A. 60 NMR �37�

Poly
�ethylene oxside�

5�10−9 N.A. N.A. NMR �38�

Poly
�vinyl ethylene�

10−8 N.A. N.A. Neutron spin echo �39�

Poly �butadiene� 10−9 N.A. N.A. MD simulations �40�

FIG. 5. �Color online� Distance-fluctuation ACF �B
2CQ�t� �solid

curve� from Eq. �5� and the FBN model vs the experimental data of
FL and anti-FL complex with a donor Tyr and an acceptor FL. The
time scale for t is second.
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wonder why the correlation time �c, or the segment
relaxation time Ts �Ts=4�c /�2�, is so long in Xie’s C2�t�
data. Second, for FL-anti FL protein, there are about 250 C-C
or C-N bonds along the backbone, so the Rouse segment
number N cannot exceed 250, and is much smaller if
one takes five monomers per a Rouse segment in usual
polymers �24�. With �c of 0.007 s for Fre protein and 0.11 s
for FL-anti-FL protein and N of 50, according to Fig. 3, the
exponential tail should become noticeable around 20 and
300 s, respectively. However, such a long-time exponential
tail is not present in the observed single protein data �Figs.
4�b� and 5�.

In addition, there could be many possible cross links for
a native protein which appears to be more like a folded
twine rather than a stretched out string, as illustrated Fig.
1�b�. These additional links would make the interbead
coupling look more like a 3D coupling network than a 1D
network. The cross-link couplings, for those beads coming
within 10 Å range of van der Waals interaction, could cause
significant deviations from the ideal t−1/2 power law. As
illustrated in Fig. 6, as the number of the cross-linked pair
increases, the power law starts to give way to a more
dominant exponential tail.

In the distance-fluctuation model, the ET was assumed
to be activationless so that the changes in the rate arise
solely from fluctuations in the electronic coupling through
its dependence on the D-A distance. However, because
the D-A has a separation � of about 4 Å, if the ET was
activationless, one estimates the pre-exponential factor
kET

0 =2�e−�� /��4��kBT to be on the order of ps−1 for
��1.1–1.4 Å−1 for proteins �20,21�, instead of ns−1 as
observed in Xie’s experiments.

In short, there are four major unsettled issues that compel
us to question the validity of the distance-fluctuation model,
i.e., �1� the extracted friction coefficient � and �c appear too
large; �2� the long-time exponential tail should occur but has
not been observed; �3� deviations from the simple power law
by cross links in native proteins could be severe; �4� ET
might not be activationless in those proteins considered here.
More details will be given in Sec. V.

IV. ENERGY-FLUCTUATION MODEL
AS AN ALTERNATIVE

In the above section, we have discussed some
difficulties associated with the distance-fluctuation hypoth-
esis and Rouse chain dynamics. Here we will consider
a different mechanism as a more plausible alternative.
Other than the distance-induced fluctuations, slow
fluctuations in the activation energy could also cause
electron-transfer rates to fluctuate. The electron-transfer
rate �=2��Vex�2exp�−�BEA� /��4��kBT contains a
Boltzmann factor exp�−�BEA�. If the activation energy EA�t�
fluctuates in time due to some very slow conformational
changes �ms or longer� in the proteins, so does the rate
��t�. Here we model Q�t�, defined by EA�t�−EA,eq, as a
sum of stochastic variables qk�t� that represents the
displacement of an oscillator, with Q�t�=�kgkqk�t� and
HB=�kHk=�kpk

2 /2mk+mk
k
2qk

2 /2. One has

	�−1�t��−1�0�
 = �eq
−2	e�BQ�t�e�BQ�0�


=
TrB�e−�BHBe�BQ�t�e�BQ�0��

TrB�e−�BHB�
, �6�

for the kth oscillator. The trace involving noncommuting op-
erators e�BQ�t� and e�BQ�0� can be calculated and is given by
�42�

TrB�e−�BHke�Bqk�t�e�Bqk�0�� =

exp �B
2

2mk

�gk
2


k
�coth��B�
k

2
��1 + cos�
kt�� − i sin�
kt���

2 sinh��B�
k

2
� . �7�

The above relation is related to the Huang-Ryes factor �43� widely used in the literature of electron and/or energy transfer. By
summation over all oscillators one obtains from Eq. �6�

		�−1�t�	�−1�0�
 = 	�−1�0�
2�e�B
2CQ�t� − 1� , �8�

FIG. 6. �Color online� Distance-fluctuation ACF CQ�t� /CQ�0�
versus a number of pairs of cross links among beads other than the
nearest neighbor couplings. A chain of 250 units is considered with
an ensemble average over randomly chosen cross links. The pres-
ence of cross links could severely damage the simple t−1/2 power-
law behavior of an ideal Rouse chain.
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where

CQ�t� = �
k

�gk
2

2mk
k
coth��B�
k

2
�cos�
kt� ,

	�−1�0�
2 = �eq
−2 exp��B

2�
k

�gk
2

2mk
k
coth��B�
k

2
�� , �9�

and the normalized autocorrelation function C2�t� is given by
C2�t��exp��B

2CQ�t��−1. One can define the spectral density
of the bath oscillators as J�
���k�gk

2 /mk
k
2�	�
−
k�. At

the high temperature limit, one has

CQ�t� � �B
−1�

k

gk
2

mk
k
2 cos�
kt� = �B

−1�
0

�

d
 cos�
t�J�
� .

�10�

The temporal behavior of CQ�t� depends on the details of the
spectral distribution of the bath modes. Here we first con-
sider the following spectral density J�
�:

J�
� =
J0

�c
��

� 


�c
�−1/2

exp�− 
/�c� , �11�

where �c represents a characteristic frequency for the expo-
nential drop off. The choice of such a J�
� allows us to
derive a simple result from Eq. �10� as

CQ�t�/CQ�0� =
1
�2

�1 + �c
2t2�−1/4�1 +

1

�1 + �c
2t2

, �12�

where CQ�0�=�B
−1J0. CQ�t� /CQ�0� is close to 1 at short times

and becomes t−1/2 at longer times, a similar behavior ob-
served by Kou and Xie �13� and Min et al. �14�.

The temporal behavior at t�1/�c, i.e., around the bend-
ing regime between the initial flat plateau and the subsequent
power-law decay, depends on the details of J�
� around �c.
Here we consider a more general spectral density J�
� with a
stretched exponential dependence as

J�
� =
J0�

�c��� + 1�/��
� 


�c
��

exp�− � 


�c
��� , �13�

and  is the gamma function as a normalization constant, the
choice of the parameters � and � needs to maintain finite
integral for the overall spectral distribution. If �=1 the ACF
in Eq. �10� for the above J�
� can be obtained in a simple
analytic form as

CQ�t�/CQ�0� = �1 + �c
2t2�−�1+��/2 cos��1 + ��tan−1��ct�� ,

�14�

which reduces to Eq. �12� if �=− 1
2 . Equation �14� shows that

CQ�t� remains constant if t is much shorter than 1/�c but
changes later to a power law of t−�1+�� at a longer time.

Generally speaking, one can reproduce the desired tempo-
ral behavior so long as the spectral density J�
� has a 
−1/2

dependence and a rapid cutoff at �c. Taking Laplace trans-
forms of Eq. �10�, for any J�
� one has

C̄Q�s� = �B
−1�

0

�

d

s

s2 + 
2J�
� = �B
−1�

0

�

dz
J�sz�
1 + z2 . �15�

The above integral has a major contribution at a small z. If

J�sz� behaves as �sz�� at small sz, then C̄Q�s� behaves as s�,
i.e., CQ�t� is proportional to t−�1+��. At a much shorter time,
CQ�t� remains constant. Because of the observed log time
t−1/2 power law, one can conclude that �=− 1

2 . The factor �
controls the bending and needs to be determined by actual
data fitting.

According to this energy-fluctuation model, we have fitted
both data sets for different proteins, which were analyzed
previously in Figs. 4�b� and 5 by the Rouse model. Numeri-
cal integration in Eq. �10� was computed using J�
� of Eq.
�13�. The fitted curve and the raw data are illustrated in Fig.
7, covering six decades of time dependence, and the fit is
within the bounds of experimental error. It is found that if
�� 1

2 and ��− 1
2 , i.e.,

J�
� =
J0

2�c

��c



exp�−� 


�c
� , �16�

the desired temporal behavior can be reproduced. From the
fits to both data sets, it is estimated that J0�8 meV and
�c�16 s−1 for Fre protein with a Tyr-FAD in Fig. 7�a� and
�c�1 s−1 for FL and anti-FL complex with Try-FL in Fig.
7�b�.

The observed long-time t−1/2 behavior from the experi-
ments might indicate that the spectral distribution J�
� for
the activation-energy fluctuations due to very slow protein
conformational dynamics could follow an asymptotic 
−1/2

dependence. In fluorescence intermittency of quantum dots,
the fluctuation in energy space as a 1D random-walk process
is considered as the underlying mechanism, and the effects
on diffusion-controlled reaction dynamics are attributed to
the cause for the power-law blinking statistics �44�. Simi-
larly, slow energy fluctuations considered here for an acti-
vated electron-transfer process might play a role for the t−1/2

power law in the fluorescence-lifetime fluctuations of Xie’s
single protein molecule experiments. A molecular-based
model for such slow energy fluctuations and their actual
spectral distribution await further studies.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, to explain the observed power-law behavior
in the ACF of lifetime fluctuations in the single protein ex-
periments, we have considered and compared two possible
mechanisms, i.e., the distance-fluctuation model due to chain
dynamics and the newly proposed alternative assuming en-
ergy fluctuations. The power-law behavior for distance vs
energy fluctuations, and their relation to fluctuating fluores-
cence lifetimes in single-molecule ET experiments were ana-
lyzed. Comparisons of the extracted parameters with the val-
ues of other proteins and polymers by different methods
were also made.

In this paper, we first considered a Rouse model and
Langevin dynamics to mimic distance fluctuations between
the D-A pair in a chain. We analyzed existing experimental
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data sets for two different proteins �Figs. 4 and 5� by Xie’s
group, and determined the effective force constant m
c

2 to be
about 5 N/m �Table I�, which is comparable to other pro-
teins from neutron scattering measurements. However, the
extracted value for the correlation time �c for the distance
ACF and the friction coefficient � �Table II� are many orders
of magnitude too large than those of myoglobin and poly-
mers by other techniques. If a reasonable value for 
c and �
�Table II� was used, which is on the similar order of magni-
tude for both proteins and polymers, the fluctuations in ET
rates due to chain dynamics would occur at a much shorter �c
on the order of 1–10 ns, instead of 0.01–0.1 s from the re-
ports of Xie’s group �13,14�.

The Rouse chain model of Sec. II, which we considered
as an implausible mechanism, also yields a long-time t−1/2

power law in ACF. The presence of such a power law is not
surprising. Equation �1� for a chain with nearest-neighbor
couplings is mathematically equivalent to a random-walk

process along 1D discrete sites �45� with 
2 /� as the hopping
rate between sites. In our recent different study, we have also
shown that if the D-A distance becomes very small, the or-
dinary power dependence of t−1/2 for D-A at a large separa-
tion could change into t−31/2 and t−5/2, depending on the to-
pological positions of the D-A pair �46�. Although the
distance-fluctuation model with the Rouse chain dynamics
can produce t−1/2 dependence for the ACF, the time scale is
off by too many orders of magnitude. It cannot be solely
responsible for the observed power-law behavior in the time
scale of seconds. Such a large discrepancy cannot be recon-
ciled even if one replaces the discrete chain model by a con-
tinuous model �17� or other modified Rouse models such as
the Rouse-Zimm model �25,26�.

In addition, for these proteins with about 250 C-C or C-N
units, the Rouse segment number N is about 50, and for Fre
protein with �c of 0.007 s a long-time exponential tail is
expected to appear beyond 20 s. However, such a tail has not
been observed. Moreover, these native folded proteins could
contain numerous cross links and the exponential tail would
occur even sooner. Although we believe that the chain dy-
namics and induced distance fluctuations between the D-A
pair could cause the electron-transfer rate to fluctuate in time
but the effects should occur at a much short time scale
��ns�. With a bin time on the order of ms in the single-
molecule experiments �6�, the rapid distance-fluctuation ef-
fects would not be detectable. The observed slow fluctua-
tions in fluorescence decays could arise due to a different
mechanism such as energy fluctuations suggested in Sec. IV.

Other than the above difficulties that the distance-
fluctuation model with a Rouse chain has to face, such a
model also relies on the assumption that the ET is activation-
less so that the fluctuating ET rate is solely due to distance
changes. An activationless ET on the order ns is too slow for
a D-A pair separated by only 4 Å. In a femtosecond dynam-
ics study of flavoproteins, Zhong and Zewail �47� observed
nonexponential fluorescence decay with dominant fast de-
caying components on the order of 1–50 ps and a very small
component with a much slower decay at ns. The origin of the
ns components is presently not clear. With a D-A separation
of about 4 Å �Fig. 2�a��, if ET were near activationless as
previously assumed the decay should occur on the time scale
of ps rather than ns. There are some possible causes for the
ns component. The acceptor FL may not be in its usual po-
sition inferred from the x-ray crystal structure or the hypoth-
esis of activationless ET for such a component might not be
valid. The observed ns components might be due to a de-
layed fluorescence phenomenon, arisen from a combined
process involving a fast forward electron transfer from the
photoexcited state �DA�* to a charge-separated state D+A−

and a much slower reverse electron transfer back to the pho-
toexcited state. The resultant fluorescence decay from the
photoexcited state to the ground state, according to such a
three-level scheme, would result in a nonexponential decay
with a dominant fast �ps� decaying component and a smaller
slowly �ns� decaying component. By setting up and solving
the coupled rate equations for such a three-state scheme in-
volving �DA�*, D+A−, and the ground state, one can show
that the fluorescence intensity which depends on the popula-
tion in �DA�* decays nonexponentially as a result of the re-

FIG. 7. �Color online� �a� Energy-fluctuation ACF �B
2CQ�t� of

fluorescence-lifetime fluctuations data of Fre protein with a Tyr-
FAD pair. �b� Energy-fluctuation ACF �B

2CQ�t� for FL and anti-FL
complexes with Tyr-FL pair. Data were fitted by Eq. �10� of the
energy-fluctuation model using the spectral density function of Eq.
�16�, i.e., a special case with �� 1

2 and �=− 1
2 for Eq. �13�. It is

found that J0�8 meV for both fits and �c�16 s−1 for Fig. 7�a� and
�c�1 s−1 for Fig. 7�b�. The unit for t is s.
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verse ET from D+A− back to �DA�*. Although the forward
charge separation from �DA�* to D+A− can be near activa-
tionless and very fast, the reverse ET process could be acti-
vated and much slower. Therefore, the observed slow fluc-
tuations in the ns component of electron-transfer processes
might not be caused by fluctuations in the D-A distance
modulated by chain dynamics. The ns decaying component
might represent delayed fluorescence decay as a result of the
much slower reverse ET which is an activated process and
the fluctuations in the ET rate might well be caused by fluc-
tuations in the activation energy due to very slow conforma-
tional changes of the proteins.

The energy-fluctuation model offered in Sec. IV might
provide a more plausible explanation to the origin of the
observed power law of t−1/2 than the distance fluctuations
of the Rouse chain. The harmonic model used here for
fluctuating energy is similar to the spin-boson model �42�
used in the electron-transfer theory. The energy-fluctuation
model discussed here involves a very slow motion of
proteins in a time scale of ms or longer. These slow modes
are different from the very fast solvent dynamics �subpico-
second or longer� that facilitates the electron-transfer reac-
tions. The extremely slow motion inferred from Xie’s experi-
ments indicates that the motion might involve a large inertial,
i.e., a much greater portion of the protein structure near the
D-A pair.

The fitted specific spectral distribution obtained here
could provide a guideline for the search for a better
molecular-based mechanism as an alternative to the Rouse
chain model �and its many variations� considered previously
by us and others. An interesting remark needs to be pointed
out that the frequency dependence in Eq. �16� resembles the
Green function in the Laplace-transform s domain for a 1D
diffusion equation, i.e., �1/4Ds exp�−�s�E2 /D�. The 
−1/2

dependence in Eq. �16� �or s−1/2 here� as the best-fitted spec-
tra distribution might relate to a 1D random-walk process in
energy space. The cutoff frequency �c �or D /�E2 here� in
the exponential factor could represent the reciprocal time for
the diffusion in energy to reach �E, a characteristic energy
scale, possibly related to the energy difference between a
starting and an ending states. It may be related to a 1D dif-
fusion involving a double-well potential or some gated 1D
diffusion processes. Details about such a possible connection
and model calculations await further investigations.

The fractional Brownian noise �FBN� model �11� em-
ployed by Xie and co-workers �13,14� was previously as-
sumed for a random distance variable in the distance-
fluctuation scheme. It could be recast as a random energy
variable in the present energy-fluctuation scheme. The physi-
cal origin for the Mittag-Leffler parameter H= 3

4 remains to
be explored and better understood on a molecular level. As
an effort to interpret the temporal behavior of the
fluorescence-lifetime ACF, Min and Xie �48� recently studied
Kramers’ reaction in a double-well potential. They used a
generalized Langevin equation assuming a specific power-
law friction kernel. It would be interesting to show the origin

for the specific power for the power-law kernel, which is not
clear presently. Conformational changes and energy fluctua-
tions in proteins are better characterized by Kramers’ reac-
tion in a double-well potential with a flat top. Such kind of
reaction is different from Marcus’ ET reaction that involves
two parabolas with a cusplike energy-level crossing. It would
be interesting to see if the extension could lead to the desired
power-law behavior in the ACF without invoking non-
Markovian processes with an ad hoc power power-law fric-
tion kernel. A non-Markovian process could arise from a
Markovian process but with dynamics involving internal de-
grees of freedom. For example, Langevin equations for par-
ticles constrained to a chain �coupled Markovian equations�
lead naturally to a power law which could also be obtained
by a generalized Langevin equation �non-Markovian equa-
tion� for a single particle, i.e., a retarded friction kernel could
be caused by some intrinsic dynamics. By identifying the
internal degree of freedom and incorporating it to a 1D dif-
fusion, such as incorporating Kramers’ double-well potential
in a Markovian-type 1D diffusion-controlled reaction �44�,
one might be able to obtain results equivalent to non-
Markovian equation with a retarded friction kernel. The de-
velopment of these ideas on such an extension deserves fur-
ther studies.

Electron transfer in single protein molecules involves
complex environmental changes and a multidimensional de-
scription of energy landscape may be needed �49,50�. Our
model for slow energy fluctuations provides a simple de-
scription to account for the power-law behavior and its rela-
tionship to the spectral distribution of fluctuations. A recent
molecular-dynamics �MD� study by Kneller and Hinsen
�51,52� indicates a power-law distribution in the GHz scale
for lysozyine. The protein dynamics at a much longer time
scale �ms to s� relevant to the present study could have dif-
ferent behavior and is presently unknown. Extending MD
calculations to such a long time scale is expensive, and a
better numerical approach might be needed. A good molecu-
lar model needs to produce the desired spectral density dis-
cussed above or to explain the cause of the specific power-
law friction kernel. Further studies are needed to provide
better physical insights into the nature of the slow motion
and the understanding of the interesting power law nicely
demonstrated in the single-molecule experiments of Xie and
co-workers.
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